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Editorial
Dave Jones
Over the past few months I’ve spent a
fair amount of time scanning in old
magazines from my collection which
dates back to 1979. Every now and
then I’d pause to read an article or
reflect on the names of those who are
no longer with us, in all senses.
Looking back, it is apparent that the
Trust’s development has been difficult
at times, even litigious! The evolution
from a shed full of buses, many in a
poor state, to a fully fledged Museum
of professional standing is an amazing
feat and a testament to those who put
in so much time, effort and money
along the way. I hope, in our 50th year,
that this process can form part of a
display to show what has been
achieved and that the current Museum
wasn’t built in the same way as a
modern theme park.

Cover photos - Our front cover is graced by the grand old dame - Evadne, also known as RT 3491, who has reached the
milestone of 70 years and was caught by Stuart Hicks during the route 408 event.
On the back cover we have an extract from the 10th anniversary LBPG Newsletter contrasted with a view of the current
Museum. So much has changed since a small group of far-sighted vehicle owners took over a redundant war-time aircraft
manufacturing facility.

To ensure you continue to receive the LBM Magazine, LBM e-news, subscription reminders,
membership cards and other LBM communications, please send changes of postal address,
email address, bank direct debit details, and any membership queries to:
membership@londonbusmuseum.com
or:
Membership
London Bus Museum
Cobham Hall
Brooklands Road
Weybridge KT13 0QS
United Kingdom
Thank you to all those members so far contacted who have provided a new Gift Aid
declaration.
We will be asking the remainder of members during this year in our quest for 100%
response.
www.londonbusmuseum.com

In this gold-coloured edition I’ve
dusted off an item from a while back Cyril’s Tales. While I’ve always had a
strong interest in vehicles, it was really
the people that made LT what we all
admire(d). There are few like Cyril left
and their stories are often very
entertaining and worthy of recording.
Elsewhere, just in time for the 101
event, we have a history of the route.
LT’s infrastructure should not be
overlooked and an item on bus stops
dips into this fascinating area. Route
408’s centenary event is marked and,
mention it quietly for fear of upsetting
the old girl, Evadne’s 70th birthday is
celebrated. There’s good news on
off-site vehicle storage and buses ran
on Christmas Day again. We also have
a touching tribute to Mike Scott,
another great loss to the Trust. ByeBye Trolleybi, nearing its conclusion,
will be back next time.
So, belated New Year greetings, let’s
hope it’s a good one all round.

Buses
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Donations

SP 1 Joins the LBM Fleet

Membership Matters

1

After two difficult years we can now
look forward to three open days plus
three running days - a bumper year
ahead. Hopefully coming back in such
a strong manner will attract a new
audience of young folk and while they
may not be overwhelmed by D 142,
our more modern buses should entice
them in so they can be “volunteered”.

They can be educated about “real
buses” later!
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Reg Alfour
In mid-January the Trust’s latest vehicle was collected from
Transdev RATP’s premises by Glyn Matthews. The 2006
Scania N94UD Omnicity was one of 15 bought for use on
route 148, although its low height was not favoured by TfL,
so in 2010 SP 1 headed away from Westminster, spending
the rest of its time at Hounslow (AV) and at Hounslow
Heath (HH). Having reached the age of 14, the maximum
theoretically allowed on TfL contracts, the bus was
banished to school duties and extras laid on during the
pandemic.
The bus is in need of some work before it can be placed
on display, but it is sure to be a popular choice with
younger visitors. Its donation is greatly appreciated.
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Chairman’s Chat

Route 408 Centenary

Leon Daniels OBE

Peter Osborn

I have had a number of members
write to me and express their
appreciation that we are achieving so
much progress. I am delighted to
report more such progress in this
Magazine. Many members will have
heard some of this before through
our E-News.
Firstly, by now you will have received
the AGM pack in your mail and, as
previously announced, we are making
a distinction between the Trustees
and Council of Management
Members. If approved at the AGM,
Trustees will set the strategy and
vision for the organisation and ensure
good governance. The Trustees will
henceforth be the Chairman, ViceChairman, Secretary and Treasurer
plus some external people who we
have judged will help us grow in
strength and will widen our external
relationships. CoM will continue to
run the organisation on a daily basis.
Not only is this good practice in
charities, it is also demanded, since so
many of our existing Trustees have
already exceeded their maximum six
years of office. One more three year
extension can be granted in
exceptional circumstances, but it is
really not appropriate to do so widely.
In any case it just postpones the issue.
Three good potential Trustees have
been identified and will be present at
the AGM. It is my aim to keep the
group as small as practicable, but we
can expect some other valuable
people to join them as we develop
further and as new people are
needed.
Our second major development is to
announce that we have secured the
freehold of a building in Surrey where
we are currently a tenant. The old
situation was that we rented some
space, as did others. We have secured
the freehold firstly to ensure our
expanding collection has an absolute
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undercover and secure home. We
also take this action because freehold
land is a much better investment than
cash on deposit. Finally, it pays for
itself over the years as we become a
receiver of rent from other occupants
rather than as a renter ourselves.
We do now have three Surrey-based
locations for our vehicles which are
off display or awaiting restoration.
This is an inevitability since with the
passage of time our collection can
only grow.
I have previously stated that I am so
amazed with all we achieved in 2021 –
a new Museum display with more
space, a better environment for
photographers, new audio-visual
displays, a better shop and a well-liked
kids’ area. We also had two public
events and two running days.
2022 looks like it will be even better.
We anticipate three public events,
three running days, numerous further
improvements at the Museum and the
launch of D 142 following its major
restoration. There will be a further
rotation of Museum vehicles on
display. RML 2760 is finally rejoining
the operational fleet and we will soon
again be able to see RMC 1469, which
we secured following the death of its
owner, and major Museum supporter,
Bill Ackroyd, in accordance with his
wishes.

of the original volunteers, there would
not be so many exceptionally well
restored London buses in existence,
and certainly no Museum in which
they are displayed so professionally.
All through volunteer effort.
All of our predecessors are owed a
huge debt of thanks, as are our
amazing band of volunteers and, of
course, all those members who
support us though their subscriptions,
purchases and time.
I look forward to seeing you at the
AGM on 13th March.
25 years ago we marked our
silver anniversary with this logo on
our magazines, many of which can
now be found in the Members’
Area of the LBM website.
Most of the magazines have been
scanned in, dating so far from 1979
to the current day, with a few gaps.
We are hoping to gather a full set
going back to the Group’s
inception.

Falcon Buses’ YX68 UJR on the current 408 passes RT 3491
recreating the “proper” 408 at Epsom. Photo-Peter Zabek

RT 4779 pretending to be on loan, as often happened before the
1970 split. Seen in Epsom. Photo-Stuart Hicks

East Surrey Traction Co opened a route from Epsom to
Guildford on 16 November 1921, as part of its agreement
that year with the LGOC to provide services in the area
between the Metropolitan Police Area and its own
territory south of the North Downs. Initially numbered
S6B, the route ran off the S6 (today’s 406) between Redhill
and Kingston. Within two years, the route had been
renumbered S8 and extended eastwards to West
Croydon. As the 408, the route continued to operate
between Guildford and West Croydon (with extensions)
until the closure of Leatherhead garage in 1999. Within a
year, the route had been shortened and diverted to run
between Cobham and Sutton. Today’s 408, operated by
Falcon Buses, runs from Cobham (and journeys from
Effingham) to Epsom.

weeks before the garage closed permanently. The three
RTs were RT 4779 (an LH bus until repainted red by
London Transport in 1969) and green RT 3491 and RT
3148 (for many years a Reigate (RG) bus which worked
the 406).

To mark the centenary of the route, on Tuesday 16
November 2021, three RTs recreated the route, running
from Epsom to Guildford, then to West Croydon and back
to Epsom. At Guildford, we were invited by Arriva to visit
Guildford Garage, on the site of the old GF garage which
had shared the 408 with Leatherhead (LH), just a few

The convoy paused at East Horsley, where RT 3491 leads RT 3148,
with RT 4779 just in view. Photo-Adrian Palmer

We were sad to hear of the death of
Mike Scott. He hadn’t been at the
Museum for a while and had been
seriously ill. There is to be a memorial
service on 12th May and final details
will be made available in due course.
2022 marks fifty years since the
securing and occupation of our
original premises at Redhill Road,
Cobham. Much has changed in that
time, but for certain, if it had not been
for the energy, funding and hard work

www.londonbusmuseum.com

RT 3491 was followed by RT 4779 through Epsom, both carrying
good loads. Photo-Stuart Hicks

London Bus Museum Magazine
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Three RTs “at home” at Arriva’s doomed Guildford garage. PhotoPeter Osborn
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Evadne at 70

the collection) and that is how she
continued (now Line not Lane) when
we moved to Cobham Hall on 1st
August 2011.

Rev. Simon Douglas Lane

Evadne in 1998, in “Green Lane” livery, an
amalgam of surnames.

The challenge is to compress 49 years
of ownership into a short article so
here goes! It all started in the summer
of 1973 when I was visiting friends on
the coast and the small Southsea Rally
was on. Down I went and met Tim
Hornby cleaning RT 1499 and I said
“I’d love to buy a bus: how do I go
about it?” “I will give you the contact
details of the man you need to speak
to,” he replied and so via the late Ted
Brakell I came to own 3491 from 29th
September 1973. She stayed for the
first 13 years of her out-of-service life
in the Continental Pioneer Yard at
Richmond. She had failed PCV duty
through a weak riser and when some
three weeks after I acquired her LT
Heavy repairs underway at Evadne’s back
end. One of the pitfalls of the riser design.
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asked if I would lend her back for
driver training I should have said “yes”
and they would probably have dealt
with the riser. As it was, LPC welded
the riser area and 25 years later my
first parish included what had been the
LPC site. One thing to clear up - I was
not allowed to keep her red from her
last garage (Walworth) and so only
being five buses away from the green
batch of 1952, green she became,
date of birth 3rd April 1952.

Evadne worked a shuttle to and from Fulwell
garage to mark the end of trolleybuses.
Rear end repairs that will be more visible.

Cottrell: I can hear him now, “Well
you can’t drive it as it is and we need
to see whether Cobham can replace
risers, so can we use 3491 as a test
bed?”. “Yes”, I replied and five years
later in 1993 she emerged with a new
riser, thanks to the wonderful team
who worked on her and guaranteed
her survival, which is why she
continues to be a class 6 runner for
the organisation that saved her.
Outside storage had taken its toll on the
window pans and the framing beneath.

Well, the years in the coal yard took
their toll in every way imaginable and
so when I finally obtained undercover
garaging at Redhill Road at the start of
1987 she was not in a good state. The
late John Flint undertook a repaint and
that was but the start of it! In service
on the Woking 150 event in 1988 it
was obvious that something was
wrong at the rear end and after
inspection over the pit at Turnham
Green with Lionel Moss some
£12,000 of expenditure was
identified. The situation was terminal!
Attending the last event at Park Royal,
a council of intent was held on the
side facing bench seats lead by the
much missed and much loved Bill

www.londonbusmuseum.com

rebuild of the front blind box and the
nearside above the cream band, so by
1995 she had basically been rebuilt
from the bottom up and the top
down! Then the engine with which I
had acquired her gave out (after
probably 350,000+ miles) and no
more 9.6s existed, so the late Don
Allmey indicated that he had an 11.3
AEC Matador engine and that went
into 3491.

Not out of the woods yet as in the
winter of 1993/94 we detected rust
behind the light bulb coving on the
lower deck which revealed that the
nearside body was literally being held
on by the seats upstairs! So step
forward Ian Barrett and a complete

By then 3491 had been joined in
“Green Lane” by RMC 1469 and we
ran a seriously not-for-profit outfit,
including some years running route
300 connecting Redhill Road, the
Brooklands Paddock (shape of things
to come!) and Weybridge Town
Centre. By then 3491 had become a
Green Line bus (no Green Line RTs in

Waiting at Marble Arch prior to a run over
route 159 to mark the end of RM operation.

The commemorative blind for Evadne’s 60th
celebrations. Windsor is very appropriate.

Whenever possible she has attended
running days, rallies and promotional
events for the Trust and long may that
continue. In the last months at Redhill
Road she had virtually been the only
class 6 running and subsequent to our
move to Brooklands, she changed
again to a Country Area RT with
period adverts. Today she remains, as
does RT 4779, on loan to the Trust
for class 6 operation, one of the
oldest runners, and after a busy year
in 2021 is having a rest and returning
in time for her birthday.

Evadne has taken part in many running days,
such as here at Chesham. She’s always very
popular.

All dressed up with somewhere to go.
Another running day beckons.

what would follow from that chance
encounter in Southsea nearly 50 years
ago? What friendships have followed
in our wonderful bus preservation
movement? Space prevents me from
naming all those who have helped
keep the old girl on the road, but you
know who you are, both living and
those who have prematurely gone to
glory, and yes, she does appear at
funerals and weddings!
So my thanks to all those who have
assisted me and guaranteed the
survival of 3491 over the years and
perhaps we could take her out on the
3rd April (it’s a Sunday!) in the
afternoon and have a birthday tea on
our return!
Thanks from us both!
On home ground, Evadne has given sterling
service on Museum bus rides since the move
to Brooklands. Long may she do so.

Over the years she has had major
refurbishment internally with rexine,
new moquette and the general
appearance of a smart vehicle in use
rather than a vehicle nobody goes on,
hence a working vehicle.
She seems to be loved by bus
enthusiasts and has been preserved
longer than her life in service and so
we are really joined at the hip! Why
Evadne? At the time of purchase,
Hinge and Bracket were the act of the
day and so Evadne Hinge lives in
posterity! Who would have thought

London Bus Museum Magazine
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A History of East End Route 101

Ten years later, early examples of lowfloor buses were being trialled under
the London Low-floor Bus Project
initiated in 1992. Thus the 101 gained
new SLW class Scania buses with
Wright Pathfinder bodies entering
service in November 1994. These
Scanias lasted in service until March
2005, being the last London
Transport-ordered vehicles (other
than Routemasters) then operated in
London. In a phased transition, the
service was double-decked with TA
class Dennis Tridents.

Peter Osborn
them for London Transport until
September 1939. The TDs were
joined in 1935/6 by the three sixwheel TC class Leyland Titanics, as
their diesel engines were swapped for
petrol engines from Titans, but the
TCs lasted only until the end of 1937.

TD 37 pauses in Gladding Road, Manor Park, with STL 2277 behind. Photo-D W K Jones

In May 1913, the LGOC started a bus
route covering an existing tram route
and extending to Wanstead George in
the north and North Woolwich Free
Ferry in the south. Thisroute was
initially numbered 54 but renumbered
101 in March 1914 and operated from
Forest Gate (G) garage with B-types.
From 1914 to 1954, with the
exception of the second world war,
the route was extended northeast on
summer Sundays to Lambourne End in
Hainault Forest, an extension longer
than the route itself. From 1919,
operation was taken over by Upton
Park garage which had been opened
by the London Road Car Company
(‘Union Jack’, absorbed by LGOC in
1908) in 1907 and was the first with
an unsupported roof span.
B-types at Upton Park made way
during the 1920s to K-types and
S-types, with the summer weekend
service supplemented from Forest
Gate. NSs took over in 1931, being in
turn replaced by six-wheeler LTs at
the end of that year. On the
formation of the LPTB in July 1933,
acquisition commenced of the
remaining London independent
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operators. The Leyland Titan was a
popular model with the independents
and 129 double-deck examples joined
the Central Area fleet as the TD class.
Other than six oil-engined buses, it
was decided that all should be based
together at Upton Park. These were
used principally on the 15 (jointly with
LTs) and the related 100 (to Beckton
Gas Works), the 25C (Victoria to East
Ham via Manor Park) and on the 101,
which retained them longest and
became the last route to operate

On Monday to Friday in 1930, the 101
ran every 3½ minutes between North
Woolwich and Manor Park in the
peaks, with every other bus extended
north to/from Wanstead. This
increased to every 3 minutes in 1935.
The Saturday service was more
frequent. The tram service to Royal
Albert Dock, taken over by the LPTB
in 1933, was withdrawn, after some
consideration in October 1936.
The 101 service was restructured to
provide a peak service every 2
minutes across East Ham, in two
overlapping sections, with one in three
buses running between Royal Albert
Dock and Wanstead and the
remainder North Woolwich and
Manor Park. This equated to 30 buses
per hour across East Ham, replacing
the previous service of 20 buses and
15 trams (the buses were slightly
faster than the trams). This

G403 at East Ham on 16 September 1951, along with G351. Photo-A B Cross

www.londonbusmuseum.com
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RT 3845 is seen at the Cyprus stand in1975. Photo-Graham Burnell

overlapping service was a feature of
the route into the 1970s. The number
of Monday to Friday buses increased
from 26 to 36; this total increased
progressively up until the war, when
the frequency was 1½ minutes. The
frequency continued to increase and
by 1951 was every minute across East
Ham, which continued until 1954.
LTs returned to the 101 after
withdrawal of the TDs, but by now
converted to oil (diesel) engines.
These worked throughout the war,
being progressively replaced from
November 1945 by new utility Guys,
of which Upton Park eventually
amassed a fleet of 107 buses. The last
dozen were withdrawn at Upton Park
from the 101 in December 1952. The
STLs were kept going for a further
eighteen months, the last Central Area
examples again running on the 101
(which required 64 buses), with
STL827 the last bus home on 29 June
1954. They were replaced on the 101
by RTs.
The conversion to RT marked the
beginning of the decline of the 101,
mirroring the decline of the docks. As
well as being the last year of the
Lambourne End extension on
Sundays, the schedules reduced
progressively, initially on the service to
Wanstead then the main frequency,
Spring 2022

with the peak requirement dropping
to 43 by 1960 and 26 by 1970. In
October 1971, with the weekday
requirement down to 20, RTs were
replaced by Routemasters at
weekends, in the form of RMLs.
Standard RMs took over during the
week in October 1972. Crewoperated DM Fleetlines temporarily
replaced Routemasters for 18 months
from August 1978. Routemasters left
permanently when the route was
converted to one person operation in
September 1982, Leyland Titans again,
but now the rear-engined T class, a
year after the final closure of the
Victoria & Albert Docks.

Following contract renewal in
December 2005, the route was
diverted east of Cyprus to run to
Gallions Reach Shopping Park. The
Cyprus to North Woolwich section,
already covered by route 474
(Canning Town to Beckton Asda), was
covered northwards to Manor Park
Station. The two former overlapping
sections Wanstead to Cyprus (Royal
Albert Dock) and Manor Park to
North Woolwich were therefore
recreated.
The 101 and 474 continue today in
this form, the 101 now operated by
Go-Ahead London using Wright
Gemini-bodied Volvos from River
Road garage and the 474 by
Stagecoach using Enviro400 hybrids
from West Ham.

RM 77 on Woolwich Manor Way at Royal Albert Dock. Photo-Kim Rennie
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A Look Back at 2021 - Just Pictures!
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Hans Schleger (1898-1976) Bus Stop Designer

mezzanine floor at the Museum. An original General bus
stop may also be seen in the Museum, wonderfully
restored by Tony Lewis.

Nigel Fryatt
Have you ever thought about the people who designed the
London Transport brand image? Frank Pick and Christian
Barman may have been the architects; their talent was not
just having the vision but also picking the best of the crop
of 1920-1930s talented designers working in the UK. Most
were commissioned to work for the flagship projects on
the London Underground, but one, Hans Schleger, would
design the iconic bus stop and request stop.
Born in Prussia in 1898, Hans Schleger (originally
Schlesinger) was also known as Zero. Hans was a key
figure in the history of graphic design, working on
commissions for London Transport, Shell and the Dig for
Victory campaign during WWII.
His family moved to Berlin when Hans was seven years of
age, and here his eyes were opened by this expanding
metropolis at the heart of Germany. He would go on to
serve on the western Front during WWI, and upon being
demobbed he enrolled at the School of Arts and Crafts in
Berlin, whose leaders were very much in awe of the
Bauhaus movement that was developing at the time.
Hans initially worked as a publicity manager and film set
designer in Germany. He was a firm believer in the
Bauhaus principles of simple design and “form follows
function”. After a spell working in America where he had
been influenced by the Modernist approach, he joined W S
Crawford, a leading advertising agency in Berlin. With the
shadow of Nazism looming, and being of Jewish
extraction, Schleger and his wife Annemarie moved to
London in 1932. Through his contacts at Crawford’s, he
soon became great friends with well-known graphic
designers Edward McKnight Kauffer and his wife Marion
Dorn. Kauffer was known for his posters for London
Transport, and Dorn was renowned for her geometric
textile designs including the famous Colindale moquette
design for underground train seats. The Schlegers shared a
social life in London with the pair, mingling with London’s
artistic community.
In 1935 Frank Pick, chief executive of London Transport,
commissioned Hans to design a new bus stop flag to
replace the existing General bus stop. The remit was to
develop both compulsory and request bus stop flags, using
the Johnston Sans typeface (introduced in 1916 by Edward
Johnston). It would have clean lines and the lettering would
be the same size. Each flag needed to be clearly
recognisable from a distance. Pick’s idea was to use
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If you are interested to find out more about Hans Schleger,
there are two excellent books available: a biography
entitled Zero: Hans Schleger- a life of design by his wife Pat
Schleger, published by Lund Humphries, and A logo for
London by David Lawrence, published by Capital Transport.
The latter is a fascinating in-depth look at the development
of the London Transport symbol.

symbols instead of words. He wanted the bus stops to
stand out against the other street furniture and signs.
Using Pick’s brief, Schleger looked at the existing General
bus stop, and considered simplifying the lines of symmetry.
From these musings he started to develop a range of
design ideas for the new flag, incorporating a variety of
colours: red, blue and green.
After testing several layouts, the bus stop that was finally
adopted had a white background with a red London
Transport roundel, and the words Bus Stop written in
Johnston typeface in white on a black bar across the
roundel. The Request Stop had a red background, with the
roundel and bar across it in white and the words Bus Stop
in bold black Johnston typeface across the roundel, and the
addition of Request in white below. It was a clean

Why is the Bus Stop such a good design? It has a very
simple geometric design, with clean lines, and only three
bold colours. The colours are reversed for the request
stop. The roundel logo is a familiar symbol for transport
links across LT. The lettering is all one size. It is clearly
visible from a distance.

Society of Arts (RSA). His studio was in Chelsea, but he
had a small cottage in Cobham where he would relax by
gardening. He died in 1976 aged 78.
Examples of all Hans Schleger bus flags may be seen at the
London Bus Museum, attached to the mezzanine wall.
There is also a small exhibition about the design on the

It is easy to manufacture, comprising very few parts,
meaning there is little that can go wrong in the
manufacturing process. It can easily be assembled and
dismantled, having only two bolts holding it on two spigots.
It is robust and capable of being out in all weathers. It does
not rust and the colours do not fade with UV light. As it is
heavy, it is difficult to dislodge or steal, and it is difficult to
damage and easy to repair.

Book Review No 1
Michael H C Baker
Modernist design, which enabled the two signs to be easily
distinguishable from a distance. They both used the same
colour scheme, but one was a reverse of the other. It was
simple but very effective, and would go on to adorn
London’s streets for the next half century.
Hans would go on to design posters for London Transport
in the later 1930s, along with several posters during WWII
warning about the dangers of the blackout. He worked for
Jack Beddington, the advertising executive for Shell who
rivaled Frank Pick in his choice of designers. Schleger also
worked on commissions for the GPO and on the Grow
Your Own campaign for the Ministry of Food during
WWII. He would later go on to design logos for John
Lewis and Allen Lane Penguin Press.
He founded his own company, Hans Schleger and
Associates, in the 1950s, and was a visiting lecturer at a
number of eminent Art Schools. In 1959 he was bestowed
the Royal Design for Industry (RDI) award by The Royal
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Book Review – Mr Gibson’s ticket machine (the
complete story 1944-1993) by Anthony Cross,
Capital Transport ISBN 978 1 85414 465 2, 112
pages paper back, £16.95p

commemorated and figure in the prolonged story of how
the Gibson finally achieved mass production and went on,
again like the RT and the RM, to far outlive its originally
predicted service life.

This is, indeed, the ‘complete story’ of the iconic ticket
machine which was an integral, if much taken for granted,
part of travel on a London Transport bus, or trolleybus,
between 1953 and 1993. There is a remarkable – well
perhaps not so remarkable when one thinks about it –
parallel with the buses themselves for, as the author states
in the introduction, it was apparent ‘that commercially
produced equipment was constructed to lower standards
and used inferior materials than the operating conditions in
London demanded.’ So, just as with the STLs, RTs and
Routemasters, London Transport had to design and
produce its own.

Anthony Cross has reached deep and wide, one is lost in
admiration for his dedication to an important but neglected
area of London Transport research and this review can
only touch upon his achievement. Not least, this book is
beautifully produced with a wealth of perfectly reproduced
photographs, some in colour some in black and white,
many from the
London Transport
collection. With
this work Capital
Transport has reestablished its
unassailable position
as the setter of the
standard for
publications on
transport in London.

George Gibson was Superintendent of London Transport’s
Effra Road, Brixton, Ticket Printing Works and it was he
who built the first machines which bear his name. Many
other names, which will pretty certainly be unknown to
most readers, but perhaps should not be, are

Spring 2022
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Book Review No 2

Mike Scott 8th July 1941 – 31st December 2021

Michael H C Baker

Graham Smith

Steering London Through.
London’s Road Services in the
Second World War by Tony
Beard and Mick Webber, Capital
Transport, 240 pages hardback,
£40, ISBN 978 1 85414 463 8
The number of books and articles
concerning London Transport in the
Second World War is growing, which
is just as well as the numbers of us
who lived through those terrible times
or, indeed, knew intimately someone
who did, is decreasing. Steering
London Through is in many ways THE
definitive account, certainly as far as
buses, trams, Green Line and
trolleybuses are concerned. Profusely
illustrated, the majority from the
London Transport collection, and
many not seen before, it begins with
the peacetime preparations by those
in authority who knew that the
approaching holocaust was
inevitable.There is a fascinating, if
worrying, account of a trial run,
overseen by Frank Pick, in a brand
new STL shortly after the outbreak of
war, in reduced lighting conditions in
both bus and streets, which resulted in
much thought, painting of white lines
on kerbs, bus mudguards, etc., and

‘the psychological effect on drivers.’
There is an appalling photograph of a
burned out ST which collided with a
private car on 1 September,1939,
which the driver had tried to avoid in
the dark, but resulted in the death of
two of the car’s occupants.
Conversion of Green Line coaches to
ambulances has its own chapter,
evacuation features prominently, and
the arrival of the first production ‘Prewar’ RTs the 2RT2s, is recorded on 2
January, 1940. The appalling winter of
early 1940 is noted, complete with a
terrific George Street, Croydon,
photograph of an LT working route
194 in the snow, there are passengers
queueing all wearing gas masks, brand
new trolleybuses in Poplar depot in
full pre-war condition about to
replace trams as late as May 1940, all
before we get to The Blitz by chapter
10. Scenes of dreadful devastation,
along with stories of great bravery
and daily adherence to the highest
standards of public service fill page
after page.

Withey of Miss Doris Elizabeth Carne
who found working for the Co-op
‘boring’. She switched to being a
conductress at New Cross, ‘London’s
largest tram depot and a huge target
from the air’ where she spent the
remainder of the war ‘escaping the
incendiaries, high explosives, flying
bombs, and rockets.’
One can only give a glimpse in a
review of the depth to which the
authors have penetrated, but a list of
the final chapters will give a clue:
Loaned Vehicles; A quieter Period;
Adding to the Fleet; The Attacks
Continue; The V-Weapon Menace
and The London Victory Parade.

‘Austerity’ standard buses of Daimler,
Guy and Bristol manufacture are
recorded, there is an account by Colin

Colin Read
In Curatorial we're
sorting, possibly for
display, some of the
more interesting
posters we have in
the collection. Here
are just two: a 1981
London-wide bus
map, possibly from a
roadside shelter, and
one of the Buses for
Trolleybuses
posters, which were
posted on traction
poles as the routes
were converted.
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It transpired we both had a great interest in buses and,
especially, trolleybuses, Mike from his early days in Finchley
and route 660 in particular, and mine with the Uxbridge
Road route 607. I joined LBPT in 1995 and Mike followed a
year or two later. Neither of us were interested in driving
buses nor in the technical side but both were attracted to
the role of conductor. We shared many happy hours
conducting LBPT buses on ‘real’ routes, often on ‘Last RM
Days’; the 8, 19 and 159 spring readily to mind. Who
would have thought an STL would be running again in
Central London some 50 years after the class had
departed?

summer of 2019 when we met in Uxbridge and rode on
Carousel routes to High Wycombe and Chesham, before
catching the Metropolitan line back towards London. Sadly,
the pandemic and Mike’s worsening health meant we were
unable to go on a trip he’d planned for in and around
Sevenoaks.
So, farewell, dear Mike and, on behalf of all who were
fortunate to know you, Rest in Peace.
Simon Douglas Lane adds:
In accordance with Mike's wishes, his friends and colleagues
are invited to attend his memorial service at his Parish
Church in Southborough on 12th May, with the actual time
to be announced. His other wish is that those attending
should come by bus, 3491 is stipulated and we had better
comply! It will be a celebration of his life. Please let Simon
know if you with to attend at simonsdl14@gmail.com

Mike was always immaculate in appearance and a true
professional in his conducting duties, whether wielding Bell
Punch or Gibson. He was our Conducting Supremo for
many years, helping to train would-be conductors by
imparting his knowledge and common sense – ‘There’s a
lot more to it than ringing a bell’ could have been his
motto.

Curatorial Corner
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It’s Tuesday 9th May 1995 and there are more buses than
usual in Watford Town Centre. Timebus’s red
Routemasters had been operating route 73 to Woodside
for almost a year but, today, L&D The Shires responded
with Leyland Nationals on their spoiler route 373. I notice
a smartly attired chap in Timebus uniform writing in a
notebook. I half recognise him from bus events previously
but don’t know his name. Curiosity gets the better of me
and I say “Hello” and discover he’s noting the arrival and
departure times of the 373s just in case they’re not
adhering to the published timetable and might need to be
reported. We talk for a brief while and meet next at the
Amersham running day in October, when there’s more
time to chat. So, that’s how Mike Scott and I met, over 26
years ago.

Mike’s working life was on the railways, latterly on the
management side, and he enjoyed the travelling freedom
that his employment provided. He was a keen cricket fan
and a great supporter of the Kent County team. The RNLI
was among the various charities that Mike supported.
Sadly, Mike’s wife, Ann, predeceased him some years ago.
He was fortunate to meet Judy and they enjoyed sharing
their lives and travels together. Cancer is a cruel disease
and, unfortunately, it claimed Mike in his eighty-first year.
Over a long period of time, his hopes were raised and then
dashed, but Mike got on with his life. He and I used to have
day trips together. One I remember particularly was in the
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Mike in his natural habitat in this photo supplied by Judy.
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Tales of LT Life
Cyril Theobald
My LT family

about 42 years old and very short, not
even coming up to the radiator cap.
But she was very nice and although
her husband was a driver at HD, they
just could not work together!

Well, where do we start? At the
beginning!
I was born into a complete transport
family. My father lived in Southern
Row, Paddington, London as a child.
His father was a horse bus driver. My
father left school at 12 and started his
first job at Middle Row Bus Garage
about two hundred yards around the
corner. After some years he met my
mother who was working in a
munitions factory in the Harrow
Road, filling shells with gunpowder
which I was told was a filthy job. One
thing led to another and they got
married. They had their reception in
the back yard and lived in a spare
bedroom in his family home. Life got
better when he was told about a new
garage opening way out in the country
(that was Harrow Weald!) with a
brand new house for renting. So they
moved. It was now London Transport.
I arrived in 1942 to find I had a sister
10 years older than me. She at once
called me 'Titch' and did so until the
day she died. In a few years I soon
learnt what I was a part of: my dad
was a leading mechanic, two uncles
were trolleybus drivers, there was a
tram driver in the family and also two
tube train drivers. "We were LT".

water. Suddenly, at 11, 1 made my
first model bus, a six-wheel LT, six
inches long. I then set out to make
every LT bus. Each bus took a week to
make, all out of scrap. The last one I
made in that range was an Atlantean
and I made it so the body hangs from
the wall showing the chassis with rear
engine and bonnet opened. Forty
models in total. I then wanted to go
bigger and built an 18 inch long
B-type; then an 1886 Horse Bus at the
same scale and finally the 'RM'. This
weighed 7lbs 10oz instead of 7 tons
and 10 cwt! (That reminds me; my
parents weren't one for joking, but it
always amused me that my sister's
initials were J.E.T. and mine are
C.W.T.)

My model buses

My real bus and my crew

I had always made models of planes,
boats, trains, tanks, and landing craft
that would drive on land and float on

By now I was 20 ¼ years old and
wanted to be a bus driver. I passed my
driving test four years earlier when I
was 16 and worked at a garage driving
cars, then vans, then a lorry. But at age
21 I joined LT, went through Driver
Training, passed first time and got
allocated to HD, Harrow Weald
garage.
Everything was good. When you first
started you did not have a regular
conductor or route, so every day was
different. I eventually got a regular
conductress, called Betty, and she was
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Then life changed to being GREAT!
While walking down the road to clock
on at work, a conductress ran across
the road to take over her bus and I
saw an image of Mary Poppins - tall,
slim, long hair trying to hide under her
beret ... and then she was gone. It was
love at first sight! So I wanted to find
out more. But, like today, firms don't
give out details but I knew she was still
spare (she wasn't allocated to a
driver). One day I worked a rest day
and was allocated a spare
conductress. Guess who it was? My
June! We had a very good day and
after that day we saw each other
whenever we could, but it was
difficult. When Betty found herself
another driver who lived near her so
she could have a lift to and from work,
I put in to be a crew with June. These
things did not work quickly, but at last
we were a crew, an 'A Team'. It was
not long before we got married and if
one of us worked a rest day we were
together 24/7; many married couples
could not do this. And because we
were together all the time, whatever
happened during the day at work, we
both knew about it, so home time was
home time and not work!
Life with LT
Working at LT then was a good steady
job and if you kept your nose clean,
you had a job for life. With LT you felt
you were somebody and were looked
up to. In those days working for LT
was like being in a big family. You got
free travel, sick pay, a hospital for LT
staff, sports club, drama society, and
you all looked out for each other. For
June, working on the buses was a job,
but for me it was my life and an
ambition fulfilled. In those days when
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you clocked in, and before you started
your day, the output staff would look
you up and down to check you were
neat and tidy with your uniform worn
correctly. But once you'd left the
garage, you were on your own - that
was CT, JT and RT. I was in charge of
the bus and time-keeping and June
was in charge of the passengers and
the money and I still think I had the
easy half of the job. Working together
as a married couple you were as one
and as a crew you seemed to know
what the other person was thinking,
which made everything seem easy. But
we did work hard, all for the princely
sum of £13 a week for me and £12 a
week for June (drivers got £1 more
than a clippy, male or female). So
working a rest day helped out.

with snow and ice on the platform
which we had to clean off. If the
weather was very bad, the output
staff would say that it was up to us
whether we wanted to take the bus
out or not, but when you did a regular
route you had the same passengers
every day and they needed to get to
work, so we would always go out and
do our best. It was appreciated by
them and was better than sitting in the
canteen all day!
One day we got to Edgware Station,
the end of the route, in thick snow
and slush. We parked up and went on
our tea break. When we returned, the
tyres had sunk into the snow and ice
and would not budge so June called
over to three Gold Badge inspectors
to ask for a push, to which they

The good, the bad, the funny,
the sad
The TV programme 'On The Buses'
to us was rubbish! In those days most
people were polite and well behaved
but you did still get drunks and
disorderly blokes and fights on the
buses but June could handle them. She
said 'if I give three bells, STOP, stay in
the cab and only come round if I
shout for you'. Being a young, very
attractive woman, she could stop the
worst fights without getting hurt. We
were on the buses for about 8 ¼
years in which time all sorts of things
happened and every day was different.
Here are a few things that come to
mind.
When you get up very early at 5am to
get to work on time on a very cold,
snowy winter's day, it was no fun to
find your bus parked out in the open
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replied 'No'. So June said 'OK, we will
stay here until the snow and ice melts.'
Well, we got our push and just as the
bus got going, what they were pushing
was no longer there and two fell flat
on their faces in the slush! June did
wave to them.

Suddenly a car rushed up with a
woman in it to collect her baby that
she had left on the bus!
At the end of another journey, June
went upstairs to check that everybody
was off only to find a US Air Force
person handcuffed to a seat frame fast
asleep with no key to be found!
One day I needed the loo and so June
was trying to hurry things along. One
old lady passenger asked June why we
were in such a hurry, so in front of a
bus load of passengers she told her
the reason. When the old lady got off,
she banged on the bonnet and handed
me a plastic bag and said 'I believe you
need this!'
Once at Watford High Street Station
June saw an elderly lady rushing to try
and catch the bus. June shouted to her
to slow down and that we would wait
for her. She got on, sat on the long
seat and off we went. A little way
down the road she fell sideways onto
the seat. June stopped the bus and got
a passenger to run into a shop and
ring for the ambulance. I transferred
the passengers onto a bus behind us
and the poor lady died in June's arms.
June was very upset and said that it
could have been her own mum.
Well, these are just a few of the things
that happened to us and, yes, this job
was about 'us' because we worked
together as a team. Happy memories.
CT, JT and RT together again for a special
day in 2012 with RT 3316

We were on the 114 going towards
Stanmore when there was a white car
following us and tooting us. When we
stopped, the car stopped and the
driver was Roger Moore in his Volvo
P1800- his tooting was his way of
chatting June up! So she had been
tooted up by 'The Saint'!
On another day, on a busy run, June
heard a noise coming from under the
stairs. It was a baby's carrycot stood
on its end with a baby still in it.

editor@londonbusmuseum.com
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Christmas Day Buses

2022

South East
Bus Festival

Part of the

Saturday 2 nd April

After an enforced hiatus, route 430, Putney Bridge Stn to
Roehampton, Danebury Ave, ran again in 2021. RTs 2043
and 4779 carried passengers without charge and RT 3316
paid a visit as well. Peter Osborn snapped RT 4779 at each
end of the route.

10am to 4pm at Kent Showground
on the A249 at Detling, near Maidstone
� Admission £10 per person in advance
(£12at the gate - card payment preferred) �
�

Children under 14 years admitted free

�

Tickets allow entry to the Heritage Transport
Show and the South East Bus Festival.
�

�
�
�
�
�

Large display of buses and coaches old and
new, plus cars, commercial vehicles, tractors
and motorbikes in the Heritage Transport
Show
Free bus rides around the showground
Sales-stands and model bus displays
Slide shows
Talks by guest speakers
Reunion Tea Room

Donations Received
8th October 2021 to 22nd January 2022

For full details visit
https://southeastbusfestival.wixsite.com/sebf
www.facebook.com/southeastbusfestival

The Museum is pleased to acknowledge, with grateful thanks, the gift of objects from members and others who may be
downsizing their collections or from families of those no longer with us.
Donor
RATP London United
Bill Ackroyd
ADL Motors
Roger Stagg
Chris Heaps
Jim Andress
Peter Harris
Peter Osborn
Alan B Cross
Julie Hubbard
Hugh Gould
Timothy J Jones
Graham Perry
Guy Marriott
Joan Gray

Object(s)
Scania bus YN56 FCA, SP1
AEC coach RMC 1469
Four Bedford headlights and fittings
Tramcar and omnibus fittings catalogue
Framed London Country retirement certificate
Selection of LT magazines, transfers and photos
Large box of 1:76 scale models and bag of books
Book about the history of country bus route 408
36 folders of bus related information plus boxes of bus items and photos
Rule books, licences and timetables
E plates, medallion and tapes
Putney RM ultimate blinds
1952 LT magazine
Wooden bus destination board
Setright ticket machine and accessories. Rule book for bus crews and other information

Many thanks to those who have chosen to donate to us, and our condolences to those who have lost family members
and friends.
We endeavour to add the gifts to our permanent collections although surplus material, where duplicating existing objects
or not within our collecting policy, is offered for sale to enthusiasts and others. The resultant income is used to maintain
and develop the Museum.
If you have any items that you wish to donate, please contact the Museum by telephone or email (details on inside of
back cover) to tell us about the items. We welcome every donation whether bus or other transport related and whether
London or elsewhere.
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Contacting The London Bus Preservation Trust
Telephone: 01932 837994.The phone is staffed by volunteers during
opening hours but please bear in mind that most of the officers work from
home, so it may be a question of passing a message on. Contact by e-mail
(see below) will usually bring a quicker response.
E-mail: Please use the General Enquiries e-mail form on the Museum's
website.
Post:
The Museum's postal address is: London Bus Museum, Cobham Hall,
Brooklands Road, WEYBRIDGE , KT13 0QS
Please note the above address cannot be used for visits in person, which
should be via the main entrance.
Museum on the Web
Website: www.londonbusmuseum.com
Twitter: @londonbusmuseum
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LondonBusMuseum
Charity number: l053383
Co. Reg: 1061762
Trustees & Officers of the London Bus Preservation Trust Ltd:
Honorary Positions
Hon President: Sir Peter Hendy, CBE (Chair, Network Rail)
Hon Vice-Presidents: Chris Heaps & Guy Marriott
Museum Mentor: Gary Wragg
Trustees & Directors (Members of the Council of
Management):
Chairman: Leon Daniels, OBE
Vice-Chairman: Roger Stagg
Education Director: Bob Bailey
Health & Safety Director: Owen Wright
Human Resources Director: Vacant
Marketing Director: Deryck Fill
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ITEMS FOR THE
MAGAZINE
Please send contributions for the magazine to
the Editor by email to:
editor@londonbusmuseum.com or by post to
the address in the contact list below.

LAST COPY DATE FOR
SUMMER 2022
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The views expressed in this magazine are those of
the individual contributors. They are not
necessarily the views of the London Bus
Preservation Trust Ltd, its Trustees or Officers,
London Bus Museum Ltd or the Editor.

Operations Director: Gerry Job
Rolling Stock Director: Roger Stagg
Treasurer: Peter Osborn
Non-executive Directors: Simon Douglas Lane & Graham Smith
Hon Secretary: Peter Brown
Officers:
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Curatorial Manager: Raymond Thorn
Commercial Manager: John Cattermole
Director of Strategy: Guy Marriott
Education Officer: Bob Bailey
E-News Editor: Richard Hastings
Events Committee Chairman: Gerry Job
Events Manager: Deryck Fill
Finance Officer: Mike Dolton
Fire Officer: Graham Lunn
Fundraisers (Donated items): Melvin Phillips & Bob Bailey
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IT Manager: David Harman
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Web-site & Social Networking Manager: Ian Jackson
Workshop Manager: Owen Wright
London Bus Museum Ltd
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Company Secretary: Peter Brown
Registered Office of both companies is:
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